
 

 

EF22TS Rooftop Split Air Conditioner 

 

Overview 

Characterized by complete split design, electrical compressors within closed 

circuit generated from second-generation inverter technology, automatic cooling 

power control with minimum consumption, EcoFleet EF22TS Rooftop Split Air 

Conditioner is your perfect choice for On-Road vehicles include sleeper cabs, 

off-road vehicles, agricultural vehicles, ATV’s, ambulances, firetrucks, TBL vehicles, 

airport ground service vehicles etc. 

Easy and optional means of installation, including being mounted on a shelf, 

directly on the back wall of the cab, or in a storage compartment, robust and 

reliable EF22TS will make you enjoy sleep overnight in the truck cabin. 

 

Features 

1. Sense of security. Enclosed and silent working environment without windows 

open, and auxiliary dehumidification function, leaves no concern for theft or any 

other disturbances, but only cozy and cool environment. Thereby the deeper 

sleep you have for the rest, the much focused you are while driving. 

2. Sense of trust. Equipped with highly efficient 12v/24v brushless DC compressor 

and automatic main batter protection, you are totally worry-free to the power of 

your car whilst enjoy the driving. 

3. Sense of Ecology. Zero CO2 emissions due to engine switched OFF, makes 

Ecofleet a good ally for the environmental protection. 

4. Sense of saving. No maintenance on account of refined Ecofleet technology, less 

wear and fuel consumption due to being capable of working under engine 

switched On or Off, less installing time consumption owing to ready-to-fit kits 

design, you may save your time, energy, and money. 

 



 

Specifications 

Cooling capacity 2.0--2.2 KW 

6824-7506 BTU/H 

1720-1892 Kcal/h 

Refrigerant gas R134A 

Voltage DC 12V/24V 

Compressor Brushless DC electrical compressor 

Condenser air ≧1800 m³/h 

Cooling air  ≧980 m³/h 

Fan speed 3 speed 

Max. current 12V  62.1A 

 

  

24V  42.3A 

Working current 12V  55A 

 

  

24V  38A 

Total Weight 34 kg  

Ac size Con.856*744*220mm 

Evp.300*483*187mm 

Package size Con.900*800*300mm 

Evp.550*400*245mm 

Connecting pipes Rubber hose with crimp connectors And Copper Pipe 

Shut-off voltage 21.5V/10.5V 

Cabin 4-5 seats cabin 

 


